CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Tract or
Survey No.  

Con. #: J-17

File No.  

R.D.  

R.D.  

HEBO

County  

TILLA

Tillamook

State  

ORE

Cor. #:  

Cor. #:  

CORNER DIAGRAM

DESCRIPTION OF CORNER MONUMENT FOUND

1' GALV. PIPE 4' ABOVE GROUND SET BY

L. WHITMORE, 6-1-67.

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION DATA

Found ORIG. ALDER, WEST, 10LKS. AND AN ALDER, N. 84° W,

10LKS. FALLEN UPON THE GROUND AND BADLY DEFORMED. BOTH

THEM HAD GROWN FROM THE SAME STUMP. FOUND VISIBLE BUT IL-

LEGIBLY SCRIBED ON PIECE OF ALDER BARK UPON THE GROUND.

WITNESS TESTIMONY IN R. S. FILES BY R. J. LILLIEN, FORESTER, 1-29-47.

I STATE THAT AT THAT TIME I SAW ALL SCRIBED MARKS ON A

DESCRIPTION OF CORNER LOCATION RELATIVE TO NEAR-BY FEATURES, ALSO HOW TO REACH CORNER

THE THEN STANDING WEST AND NW ALDERS. I ALSO STATE A

LARGE BOULDER IN THE CREEK FORMING A SMALL WATERFALL

LIES ABOUT 30LKS. TO THE N.E.

I FOUND THE ABOVE AS STATED.

PLANE COORDINATE POSITION DATA

State  

Zone  

X

Y

Estab. By  

Agency

Leonard Whitmore, Forestry Tech, Timber, Hebo 6-1-67

Leonard Whitmore, Tech. Eng. surveyor, witness: Glen Horner

REMARKS

LEONARD WHITMORE IS A DEPUTY COUNTY SURVEYOR

EMPOWERED TO RE-WITNESS OR POSITIVE EVIDENCE OF

ORIGINAL MONUMENTS OR NEW CS 6-28-17.